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Abstract

This paper is concerned with the representation and
the classification of spatial relations and structures in an
object-based knowledge representation system. In this sys-
tem, spatial structures are defined as sets of spatial entities
connected with topological relations. Relations are repre-
sented by objects with their own properties. We propose to
define two types of properties: the first ones are concerned
with relations as concepts while the second are concerned
with relations as links between concepts. In order to rep-
resent the second type of properties, we have defined facets
that are inspired from the constructors of description logics.
We describe these facets and how they are used for classify-
ing spatial structures and relations on land-use maps. The
links between the present work and related work in descrip-
tion logics are also discussed.

1 Introduction

This paper focuses on the representation and classi-
fication of spatial relations and structures in an object-
based knowledge representation system (or ObKR system).
Our proposition is to extend the representation capabili-
ties of ObKR systems in order to represent spatial rela-
tions as “first-class citizens”, i.e., classes with their own
properties. The underlying assumption is that spatial re-
lations, like part-whole relations, cannot be simply repre-
sented by ordinary attributes and must be represented as se-
mantic constructs [1, 24]. The ideas presented here have
been implemented for designing a knowledge-based sys-
tem, named LOLA (Lorraine Landscape Analysis), for agri-
cultural landscape analysis on land-use maps. Furthermore
our proposition can be taken as a general basis for repre-
senting and manipulating relations in an ObKR system.

The purpose of the LOLA system is to analyze land-use
maps based on satellite images in order to recognize spatial
structures (models of landscape) that have been defined by
agronomists [13]. The results are used for global diagnoses

and forecasts on agriculture with regard to the environment.
In our framework, the problem of recognizing spatial struc-
tures on images is considered as a classification problem,
where the spatial structures correspond to classes, and the
regions and sets of regions of the images correspond to indi-
viduals to be classified, with respect to classes (see Fig. 1).
Actually, spatial structures are described as sets of spatial
entities (or atoms) connected by spatial relations. For ex-
ample, a partial description of the structure of a village ter-
ritory (denoted by � ) is given below in natural language:

1. “all fields belonging to x are large fields”

2. “all state forests are disconnected from x”

3. “x is bordered with at least one meadow”

4. “x contains at most one field on the borders”

This example shows how the agronomists describe spatial
structures. They use various quantifiers such as: all, none,
at least, at most, and spatial relations that can be special-
ized, e.g. contain and contain on the borders. Spatial enti-
ties can also be specialized: for example, forests into state
forests, fields into large fields or small fields. Spatial struc-
tures are specialized accordingly. These two specialization
mechanisms must be taken into account in the classification
process.

In our framework, the spatial structures are represented
by classes and the image regions by instances within an
ObKR system. The recognition of spatial structures on
images relies on instance classification. The choice of an
ObKR system relies on a number of reasons: this kind of
system allows both computation –to check relations and
quantification on the images–, knowledge representation
and classification-based reasoning. Moreover, we propose
an original extension of the representation capabilities of a
classical ObKR system by considering spatial relations as
“first-class citizens”, i.e., classes with their own properties
and behavior. Thus, relations are represented by classes
having attributes and organized within a class hierarchy,
actually a lattice. Furthermore, the classical classification
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Figure 1. The recognition of spatial structures can be seen as a classification problem in an ObKR
system: the models of the agronomists are represented by classes, the regions and relations com-
puted on the images are represented by instances.

mechanism has been adapted, to take into account two hier-
archies: the hierarchy of spatial structures and the hierarchy
of spatial relations. This gives rise to a bi-dimensional clas-
sification mechanism: the classification of an image region,
represented by an instance, say � , requires the classification
of the image regions related to � , and the classification of
the spatial relations linking these regions to � .

Our proposition, inspired from research works in de-
scription logics (DL), is original since the reification of re-
lations has never been implemented in ObKR systems for
qualitative spatial reasoning on images. Furthermore, this
proposition addresses an important question in qualitative
spatial reasoning, that is to link qualitative models with
quantitative data, and to implement these qualitative models
for real-world applications [29].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the spatial relations we have used, namely topological re-
lations. Sections 3 and 4 describe our choices for repre-
senting spatial relations and structures. Section 5 describes
the classification mechanism. Section 6 is a discussion on
the present work and related work. Section 7 concludes the
paper.

2 Topological Relations

The agronomists use many qualitative spatial relations
to describe landscape spatial structures. They use mainly
topological relations, but also distance, and orientation rela-
tions. We have focused on the topological relations because
they are binary relations that have been formalized in an ex-
haustive manner. Furthermore, they allow to describe most
of the landscape models. Actually, our framework relies on
the Region Connection Calculus RCC-8, that is based on
eight base relations [23]:�������	��
��� : “x is identical with y”;�����������	��
���� : “x is a non tangential proper part of y”;���������	��
���� : “x is a tangential proper part of y”;���������������	��
���� : “x non tangentially contains as a proper

part y”;�������������	��
��� : “x tangentially contains as a proper part y”;

�������	��
��� : “x partially overlaps y”;���! ��	��
���� : “x is externally connected with y”;��"# ��	��
��� : “x is disconnected from y”.

Topological relations can be computed on images thanks
to set operations as shown in [7]. Such operations rely on
the interiors and boundaries of the regions, which leads to
specific problems in discrete spaces. We have proposed a
specific solution for land-use maps [14]. Let $ be the set
of the regions of an image, that are regular, with no hole,
closed, and not necessarily connected. A region �&%'$ is
made of two sets of pixels, the interior ( �)( ) and the bound-
ary ( * � ). We consider four operations between two regions

� and + : the intersection of the interiors, �)(!,�+-( , the in-
tersection of the boundaries, * ��,.*�+ , the differences of the
interiors, �/(�01+2( , +-(30 ��( . The result of these operations
may be empty or not empty. Eight conditions are defined
accordingly and denoted as follows:�����	��
��4� : �-5768��5�91: ;��� ��� �	��
��� : � 5 6;� 5 91: ;��"��/�	��
���� : �-5<6=��5�>9?: ;��"��-�	��
���� : � 5 6=� 5 >91: ;�����	��
��� : �-5A@#�45�>91: ;��"CB��	��
��4� : �-5D@���5E9?: ;��F3�	��
���� : G �3@ G �H>91: ;���.F!�	��
���� : G �!@ G �391: .

The conjunctions of these eight conditions are equiva-
lent to the eight base relations of RCC-8 (Tab. 1). Then,
computing a relation on the image is the same operation
as verifying a set of conditions. For example, the rela-
tion IKJ is associated with the set of conditions: LNMOQPHRTS�U#SVP + S�P �XW . Based on this relationship between the
RCC-8 base relations and the eight conditions, a Galois lat-
tice — also called formal concept lattice [8] — has been
defined [14, 15]. An element Y of the lattice is an ordered
pair Z[L S]\8^ , where L is a subset of conditions and

\
is a

subset of base relations such that:

_ Z � S + ^ %`$Ta S7bcedgfih Z � S + ^�jlk
mVdgnAo Z � S + ^



��� � ���K��������F��K�������� � ���K"����K�.F��������� � ���K"����KF����������������� ��������"����T�TF��������� ��� � � ��� ��"����TF��T���� � ����"��	�K"����KF�! � "CB
��F���"�����"��"# � "CB
���.F��T"�����"��

Table 1. Equivalences between the RCC-8 re-
lations and the conjunctions of conditions.

Thus, each relation that is represented in the lattice can
be checked on the image using conditions. Furthermore the
partial ordering � in the lattice is equivalent to the logical
implication on the relations:

Z[L� S \  ^ � Z[L a
S \
a
^ j

_ Z � S + ^ % $ a S bcedgf�� h Z � S + ^�� b
c dgf�� h Z � S + ^

This lattice structure provides other interesting properties
for reasoning purposes. In particular, the greatest lower
bound (denoted glb) of two elements is equivalent to the
conjunction of the two corresponding relations or condi-
tions. Thus, if two relations have been checked separately
for two regions, one can deduce directly what relation holds
between the two regions. Moreover, the composition of two
relations can be deduced from the Galois lattice and from
the composition table of the RCC-8 base relations as it is
done in [22].

A complete analysis of the properties of the Galois lattice
and a comparison with other lattices is given in [14, 15].

3 The Representation of Topological Rela-
tions in an ObKR System

Up to now there is no satisfying reification of relations
in ObKR systems [1]. Moreover, the relation notion can
be considered as being in opposition with the object notion.
The specialization and instantiation relations are commonly
taken into account, as well as composition in some ObKR
systems, whereas many other relations, such as spatial or
temporal relations, may be useful in many applications.

Actually, the purpose of our work is to propose an object-
based environment for the representation and manipulation
of topological relations. We have used the ObKR system
Y3 that includes a frame-based language YAFOOL and an
interface YAFEN [6]. In YAFOOL all objects –classes and
instances– are represented by frames; frames are composed
of slots, representing both attributes and methods [20]. At-
tributes can be characterized by declarative and procedural

facets: the former are used to represent the range and the
value of the attribute while the latter are used to specify
local behaviors. Methods associate a behavior to a frame
and are activated by message sending. Attributes, facets
and methods are objects. Binary relations are special kinds
of attributes characterized by the fact that their range is a
user-defined class. The classification and inheritance mech-
anisms are based on attribute unification. When classify-
ing an instance into a reference class, the system checks
whether the (attribute, range) or (attribute, value) pairs in
the instance are conform to the pairs in the class; if this is
the case, the instance can be classified into the class.

Based on Y3 capabilities, topological relations are rep-
resented by classes and organized within a hierarchy ac-
cording to the lattice ordering defined in Section 2. Ev-
ery relation class (denoted by ��� -class in the following) is
a specialization of the generic class ����������� �"!#��$��������#%'&
that introduces the attributes and the methods (in the object-
oriented sense) common to all ��� -classes (see Fig. 2). For
example the ��� -classes $ ( , ������)  , * ( , respectively repre-
senting the relations IKJ , +-,.,/)  , P J , are subclasses of
���������0� � !#��$ �������#%#& and inherit its properties (see Fig. 3 &
4). Besides, the ��� -classes � , % , etc., respectively represent
the conditions

U
, 1 , etc.
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Figure 2. The ����������� �"!#��$��������#%'& class – spe-
cialization of the special class ��$��������#%'& –
coded in Y3.

The attributes of the class ���������0� �"!'��$ �������#%'& de-
scribe the properties of the relations. The value of thez#{�|�}�~��0|��#� � attribute of a ��� -class � is the ��� -class � m
such that the relations

R
and

R m
are both exhaustive and

disjoint for any region pair of $ . The z#{#���"�����#� attribute
of a ��� -class � is the ��� -class ��)  such that

R Z � S + ^ holds
whenever

R )  Z[+ S � ^ holds. The value of the attribute~�{"z#� ~��"z'{#�"���0���'{#� is the set of conditions being equivalent
to the relation

R
(only defined in certain ��� -classes: * � , * � ,

*�� , % , � , &�� , � , ��)  ) [14].
There are three main methods exploiting the lattice struc-



ture of the ��� -classes to find out:

� the greatest lower bound of two relations.

� the set of conditions associated with a relation.

� the relation associated with a set of conditions.

The method ����z#{0|�}��#������~�� checks whether two re-
lations are disjoint (glb ( �� , � a ) = � ) or not. The� ���������"�#�"� ~��#���'{#� method checks whether the relationR

exists between two regions of an image. It uses
the �'������z	���"z#{#�"���0���'{#��� method that returns the set
of conditions L associated with the relation. If the� ���������"�#�"� ~��#���'{#� method succeeds, it creates an instance
of the relation class. If it fails (one of the conditions
of L is false), it searches for the relation that is associ-
ated with the set of conditions it has computed and cre-
ates an instance of this relation class. For example, sup-
pose that the relation IKJ.Z � S + ^ has to be checked, L MOQPHRTSVUKSVP + S�P �XW , and that

U Z � S + ^ is false; then 
 U Z � S + ^
is true,

O PHRTS 
 UKSVP + SVP �XW is verified and an instance of
*�( is created (see Tab. 1).

4 Representation of Spatial Structures

ObKR systems share many characteristics with descrip-
tion logics. In DL, concepts are used to represent classes
of individuals while roles are used to represent binary rela-
tions between classes [5]. The description of a concept is
composed of roles with which are associated constructors
introducing restrictions on the roles, e.g. range, cardinality,
universal and existential quantification. Relying on these
characteristics of description logics, we have extended the
Y3 system in order to represent spatial structures and rela-
tion quantification.

4.1 Quantifiers and Facets

As introduced in Section 1, the spatial structures are de-
scribed with quantifiers. Four main quantifiers have been
used in our application. We give below the four sentences
introduced as an example in Section 1 translated into logi-
cal formulas, using the RCC-8 relations, and then we make
the correspondence with the standard quantifiers of descrip-
tion logics ( � is supposed to be an existentially quantified
variable, denoting the spatial region under description).

1. “all fields belonging to x are large fields”:_ +.Z field Z[+ ^�� contain Z � S + ^ � large-field Z + ^]^
This first implication can be represented in DL using
the constructors ��~�~ and �"�#��"� :��� 2W90808 24\'9FTNo05 7�PFTNUN9NKIT 6#K>508>3�O 809>\�oN5NM>6#KF5N8>3�O

.

2. “all state forests are disconnected from x”:_ +TZ state-forest Z[+ ^�� disconnected Z � S + ^V^
This second implication is different from the previous
one since its conclusion involves a relation. Thus the� ~�~ constructor cannot be used in a classical way. An
alternative is to use the converse implication ��� �
� U rather than

U � � . The converse implication can
be represented in DL, using the negation on roles [17]:��� 2W90808`2lT#P>U<3#K�:07�PFT0TN5'7FU�O"2lT#P>U :FU'9>UN50M>6'P>\N5N:FU�O0O

.

3. “x is bordered with at least one meadow”:

o
�
h
� O +��meadow Z[+ ^�� externally-connected Z � S + ^ W����

This third formula can be represented in DL using the
qualified number restriction z�������~������N� [28]:��� 2L7�M09>UN8�5N9N:FUrw�5 � UN5�\>T#90808>uNMN7�PFT0TN5'7FUN5�3<Q�5N9>3NP���O

.

4. “x contains at most one field on the borders”:

o
�
h
� O + � field Z + ^ � tangentially-contain Z � S + ^ W"!#�

This formula can be represented in DL using the qual-
ified number restriction z����#�'|�{��N� :��� 2L7�M09>UBQ�PN:FUrw�UN9FTNoN5>T0U#K�90808Fu'MN7�PFT0U'9NKIT 6#K>5N8F3�O

.

The quantifiers � ~�~ , z#������~������N� , z������'|�{��0� , were not
available in the current version of Y3. Thus, relying on
the models of the corresponding constructors in descrip-
tion logics, we have implemented facets that can be associ-
ated with relations and that represent these quantifiers. Ac-
cording to our specific needs, as exemplified by the four
sentences above, we have designed four facets, namely�	$�}������#� �#�%"� , ��~�~��#�"{�~�� , z����#��~������0� and z#�����'|�{"�N� , that
are detailed hereafter.

4.2 Spatial Structures

The spatial structures are described as sets of spatial enti-
ties connected with spatial relations. The spatial entities are
represented by primitive classes, named $�& -classes in the
following, e.g. &���$ ��* , ' ��� ��$�( , &"%#��$"��� . The $�& -classes are
combined with ��� -classes to define the ��� -classes that rep-
resent the spatial structures, e.g. ��$������0��%#��( 1 (see Fig. 3).
The attributes of ��� -classes are particular relations, in-
stances of the ��� -classes. Furthermore, these attributes are
characterized by several facets: their ranges are $�& -classes
or ��� -classes, and the facets �	$�}����"�#�"�#�% � , � ~�~��'�"{ ~�� ,z�������~����"�N� and z������'|�{��N� are used for quantification pur-
pose.

Examples of spatial structures are given in Fig. 4.
The &��0$ ��*"!#$ ("!)&"%#��$"��� class represents the fields ex-
ternally connected to exactly one forest; it is defined
with the attribute ����"z��*� and the facet z#��� � ��z0��~)�
that is the conjunction of z�������~������N� and z������N|�{��N� .

1Territory stands for village territory.
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Figure 3. Linking hierarchies of ��� -classes
( ��$������0��%#��( ) and $�& -classes ( &��0$ ��* ) via the ��� -
classes ( ����) �� ������)  ).

The ��$������0��%'��(�!#����)  !)&��0$ ��* class represents vil-
lage territories that contain at least one field. The
��$������0�"%#��(�!#������)  ! &��0$ ��* class represents village ter-
ritories containing at least one field on their borders.
The ��$������0��%'��(�!#����)  !)&��0$ ��*�!#$ ("! &�%#��$"�#� class rep-
resents the territories whose fields are all instances of
the class &��0$ ��*"!#$ ("!)&"%#��$"��� ; it is defined with the facet��$�}������'�"�#�%"� . The ��$������0��%#��(�!#* ("! &�%#��$ �#� class repre-
sents the territories that are disconnected from all forests; it
is defined with the attribute ������z��*� and the facet � ~�~��#�"{ ~��
that corresponds to the combination of the constructor ��~�~
with the negation on roles.

It can be noticed that facets corresponding to other spe-
cific needs could have been defined as well, as far as the
complexity of reasoning is reasonable, as discussed below.

Finally, the ��� -classes can be specialized in three differ-
ent ways (Fig. 4):

� Adding a relation: the &��0$ ��* class is specialized in
&���$ ��*�!#$�("!)&�%#��$"��� or &��0$ ��*"!#* ("!)&"%#��$"��� .

� Specializing a relation: the ��$���������%#��(�!'����)  !)&���$ ��*
class can be specialized in ��$������0��%#��("!#������)  !
!)&��0$ ��* .

� Specializing the range of a relation: ��$���������%#��(�!
!#����)  !)&��0$ ��* is specialized in ��$���������%#��(�!'����)  !
!)&��0$ ��*�!'$ ("!)&�%'��$"�#� .

An $�& -class or a ��� -class, say
�

, may invoke a main
classification method, named � ��z#{*������ � . The role of this
method is to check whether a region or a set of regions of an
image can be classified with respect to the class

�
. If the test

succeeds then an instance of
�

is created (details are given
in Section 5).
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Figure 4. �#� -classes coded in Y3. The
attributes (e.g. "����z��*� ) are instances of
��� -classes (e.g. $ ( ) and are character-
ized by facets representing quantifiers (e.g.z#��� � ��z0��~)� ). Their range is an $�& -class or a
�#� -class (e.g. &�%#��$ ��� ).

4.3 Interpretation and Complexity

As in DL frameworks, we call an interpretation the pair� M Z�$ S�� �)^ where $ is a set of image regions, as intro-
duced in Section 2, called the interpretation domain, and

� �
is an interpretation function, mapping a class to a subset of$ and an attribute to a subset of $��?$ . The interpreta-
tion of a class relies on the interpretation of its attributes.
Methods are not taken into account since they have no side-
effects: actually they are comparable to the test functions of
CLASSIC [4]. Furthermore, the interpretation of an attribute����� depends on its facets. In the following, we give the
interpretation of the four facets introduced above for repre-
senting spatial structures, where ����� is an instance of the �
relation class, ( is the range of ����� , and ��( is a class more
general than ( :

Z z�������~����"�N��� �.( ^ � MO �`% $ � o
�
h
� O +8%`$ � Z � S + ^ % � � � +;%�( � W ���<W

Z z������'|�{��0�-� � ( ^ � MO �`% $ � o
�
h
� O +8%`$ � Z � S + ^ % � � � +;%�( � W !��<W

Z � ~�~��#�"{ ~�� �.( ^ � MO �`% $ � _ +H% $ S +8% ( � � Z � S + ^ % � � W
Z �	$�}������#� �#�%"� � ��(	( ^ � MO �`% $ � _ +H% $ S Z +;% ��( �"� Z � S + ^ % � ��^ � +;%�( � W
It is interesting to compare this extension of Y3, includ-

ing the four facets, with the DL family ��� [5]. The three



facets, z#������~������N� , z������'|�{��0� , and ��$�}������'�"�#�%"� , require
the constructor �"�#��"� which itself implicitly requires the
negation and the disjunction of defined concepts [27]. Thus,
the complexity of the extension of Y3 is similar to that
of � �7L : detecting the subsumption relations is PSPACE-
complete. Furthermore, the fourth facet, � ~�~��'�"{ ~�� , intro-
duces the negation on roles, and it is proved in [17] that
this extension in � � makes the satisfiability of concepts
ExpTime-complete. Finally, the complexity of reasoning in
this extension of Y3 is comparable to the current versions
of description logics such as RACE [10] or SHIQ [11, 12].

5 Spatial Structure Classification

In description logics, concepts are organized within a
hierarchy according to a subsumption relation. Reasoning
is based on concept classification and instance recognition.
Concept classification is used to insert a new defined con-
cept in the concept hierarchy by searching for its most spe-
cific subsumers and its most general subsumees. Instance
recognition is aimed at searching for the most specific con-
cepts of which an individual may be an instance [26]. The
search in the hierarchy is usually performed top-down and
depth-first.

The classification and recognition processes in our
framework are based on these same principles. When clas-
sifying an instance � of a spatial structure, the classifi-
cation mechanism has to check both the domain and the
range of the attributes of � . The classification process is
progressive: the attributes of � are checked step by step,
only when needed. Thus, instances of relations are created
only when needed, in order to economize space as required
in [18]. The classification process is performed top-down
and depth-first, and goes on down the hierarchy of spatial
structures until all classes have been checked. The general
method �"��z#{*�� ��� � ( ( , � ), where ( is a spatial structure
class, and � is an instance, is described in Algorithm 1.

The system LOLA has been implemented and used with
land-use maps of the Lorraine region (East of France). The
instances represent the image regions, that are sets of pixels
with the same label. Each label corresponds to a particular
land-use category (forest, meadow, corn, barley, buildings,
etc.) or to a village territory [2].

The system first recognizes a village territory region
on an image thanks to its label. This region is rep-
resented as an instance, say �  , of the corresponding
class, ��$������0��%#��( . The system tries then to classify the
instance �  into a more specific class, for example the
��$������0�"%#��(�!#*�("!)&�%N��$"�#� class. It invokes therefore the� ��z#{*������ � method of this last class, that works as fol-
lows (see Algorithm 1). It checks whether the instance�  matches the attributes of ��$���������%#��(�!'* ("!)&�%'��$ ��� , i.e.,�"����z��*� = ( � ~�~��#�"{ ~�� * ( &�%'��$"��� ) (see Fig. 4). Thus

Algorithm 1 �"�"z#{*�� ��� � (C, i)
for all P

�
C’s properties do

R = class of P %%% R is a relation class
CD = range of P %%% CD is a spatial structure class
RES = true
if ���������
	���� is present in P then

for all i �� ���
do

if ���
��	���������� (CD, i �� ) then
%%% i �� is an instance of the class CD

RES = RES and �����������
��������������	�� (R, i, i �� )
end if

end for
end if
if �! �"
���
����������� is present in P then

CDR = super range of P
for all i ��$# �%�

do
if �����������
��������������	�� (R, i, i ��&# ) and ���
��	���������� (CDR,
i ��$# ) then

RES = RES and ���
��	���������� (CD, i '�$# )
end if

end for
end if
if �������
�����
��� or �������!(�	���� are present in P then

Number = 0
for all i �� ���

do
if �����������
��������������	�� (R, i, i �� ) and ���
��	���������� (CD, i '� )
then

Number = Number + 1
end if

end for
if �������
�����
��� is present in P then

RES = (Number ) = ( �������
�����
��� facet’s value))
end if
if �������!(�	���� is present in P then

RES = RES and (Number * = ( �������!(�	���� facet’s value))
end if

end if
end for
return RES

it looks on the image for forest regions, say �,+ , in the
neighborhood of �  (calling the �"��z#{)�� ��� � method of
the &�%#��$ ��� class), and computes the topological rela-
tion between �  and each forest region � + (using the�"�#���������'�"� ~������'{#� method of the class *�( ). If

P J.Z � + S �  ^
holds for all forest regions � + , then an instance ��z  of * (
is created that links �  to all the � + , and the instance �  is
classified into the ��$������0��%'��(�!#* ( !)&�%#��$���� class. On the
contrary, if there is a forest region �.- such that

P J.Z �/- S �  ^
does not hold, then the system infers the relation ex-
isting between � - and �  (e.g. IKJ.Z � - S �  ^ ), and tries
to classify �  into another subclass of ��$������0��%'��( (e.g.
��$������0��%'��(�!#$ ( !)&�%#��$"�#� ).

Finally, the result of the analysis is a collection of classes
of which the territory is an instance. Two territories that
are instances of the same classes are supposed to share the
same spatial structure and thus the same agricultural behav-
ior. According to these results, the territories of an image
are grouped into regions whose maps are drawn and ana-
lyzed by the agronomists. The first results of the LOLA



system are more deeply detailed in [16]. They are very pos-
itive and appeal for further studies and investigations both in
landscape model representation and in reasoning with topo-
logical relations.

6 Related Work

Our approach presents some similarities with the one
used in the VEIL system for the recognition process of
objects in an image [25]: the domain model is described
within hierarchies of concepts embedded in the LOOM sys-
tem [19]. The LOOM classifier is used to classify the image
objects into concepts according to the available information.
The VEIL system combines both declarative knowledge and
computational methods.

As in the VEIL system, we have chosen to use an ObKR
system since we needed both computation and representa-
tion capabilities. In order to represent spatial structures and
relations, we have improved the Y3 system in a number of
directions. First, we consider relations as “first-class citi-
zens”, as proposed in [24], and we have defined attributes
and facets to represent the properties of relations (comple-
ment, converse, etc.) and quantifiers. Moreover, we have
defined and implemented a hierarchy of relations and we
have accordingly modified the classification mechanism in
Y3. The attributes and the facets associated with relations
are based on the specific needs of our application, but they
are of general use in an ObKR system. In addition, the
present work gives guidelines for extending an ObKR sys-
tem for special representation purpose, based on construc-
tions inspired from description logics.

Actually, our work can be considered as complementary
to research work in description logics holding on qualitative
spatial representation [9, 10]. The authors in [9, 10] indeed
propose to represent spatial objects and relations within the
RACE system, and to extend this system to the polygon con-
crete domain, for taking into account spatial regions. Spe-
cial modeling constructs can be used to represent topologi-
cal relations as defined roles, whereas we consider relations
as concepts. Spatial reasoning relies on two main operations
in description logics reasoning, namely consistency check-
ing and classification. From the application point of view,
regions are represented by polygons (elements of the con-
crete domain), and reasoning is carried on relations between
polygons, for recognizing regions with specific characteris-
tics and answering queries to a map database. The regions
considered in our work are raster regions, which makes a
difference between the two approaches regarding the com-
putational aspects, but no fundamental difference from the
reasoning point of view.

The underlying reasoning mechanism is based in both
cases on classification, and especially relation classification.
Moreover, in [21], spatiotemporal default reasoning is intro-

duced: default knowledge is represented as rules and used
for completing and making more precise queries. This is
still a complementary view with respect to our work. In
our approach, default knowledge is represented within the
classes and is used to allow classification-based reasoning
on spatial relation and concepts. However, a more theoreti-
cal study of our approach has still to be carried out, as it is
done in [21].

7 Conclusion and Future Work

The present work is concerned with the design of an
ObKR system for representing and classifying spatial struc-
tures. The objective is to recognize and then analyze spa-
tial structures on satellite images, relying on the match-
ing of the image regions with landscape models defined
by the agronomists. These models are expressed as sets of
spatial entities connected with qualitative spatial relations.
The matching problem can be considered, in the framework
of an object-based knowledge representation system, as a
problem of instance classification, where the image regions
are instances and the spatial structures are classes. Our
proposition consists in reifying the relations for computa-
tion and reasoning purposes. We have built two dependent
hierarchies of classes, the first one representing topological
relations and the second one the spatial structures. Based on
the DL representation principles, we have implemented four
facets to improve the representation capabilities of the Y3
system, and we have accordingly adapted the classification
mechanism. The resulting framework has been used suc-
cessfully to implement an application for agricultural land-
scape analysis.

Future works are engaged in a number of directions.
First, regarding ObKR systems, the current state of relation
reification lacks generality. In particular, the inheritance
mechanism only recognizes the specialization of ranges,
whereas the specialization of relation domains should be
taken into account to provide a more general reification of
relations. Sharing properties via “horizontal” relations –
contrasting with “vertical” relations, such as specialization
and instantiation– should also be considered. Finally, re-
garding the application itself, improvements can be made
in two main ways: adding indices to characterize spatial
entities and adding spatial relations to characterize spatial
structures (distance, extended topology, orientation). Rep-
resenting these last relations will be more difficult than rep-
resenting RCC-8 relations since they are (mostly) ternary
relations. Moreover, it is necessary to find a unique logi-
cal framework to represent all these qualitative relations, as
proposed in a recent work [3].
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